Weatherwise, the day started out perfectly and ended the same: warm, breezy,
and blue skies with scattered clouds. We couldn’t have asked for better.
A couple hours before things kicked off, the final setup took place with volunteers
hard at it on all fronts. Teachers, parents, students and other volunteers were readying
the classrooms and the gym for the day’s activities, with final touches being made to
the exhibits and displays in all the classrooms, library, and computer lab for folks to see
throughout the day.

Over at the city park various workgroups
were busy getting the big tent up, and the
Cook Shack and the FFA barbeque were
getting ready for the day’s lunch. The
anticipation in the air was so thick you
could cut it with a knife.

Those who would be handling the registration of
attendees were ready and anxiously waiting when
the first cars started to pull in. As folks arrived and
made their way to the registration table, they
walked, while looking from left to right, wondering
whom they’d see first - - wondering if they’d
recognize them - - if they themselves would
be recognized, and then beaming from ear to ear
as they saw their first old friend, neighbor, or
classmate, giving them a big bear hug -- all the
anxiety gone for the day.
Then it was like a police arrest processing.
“O.K. sign in here, put all your valuables in the
envelope, sign over your first born. Next!! O.K.,
back up to the tent. Got to take your picture.
Now smile -- bigger, bigger!... Next.” Well, it
wasn’t quite that bad, but a concerted effort was
made to get everyone’s contact information,
their photographs and to pinch a few pennies
from them for the cause. Everyone took it well
and were great.

There were signs and handouts everywhere letting
people know what was going on, when and where.
Once registered, people moved out in all
directions. Some went over to the school first thing
to check out the old place, while others moved out
on the hunt for long lost friends and acquaintances.
Yet others started their walks through the streets of
their old hometown, remembering this place or the
other, stopping a moment to try to recall who lived
where, or trying to figure out whose house is no
longer there where they now see a vacant lot or new home. And wow! - - what
happened to the gravel pit? It’s gone and now there’s even a beautiful new home where
it used to be. Without the gravel pit, where do kids ride their sleds now or fly their
kites? Or, do kids even ride sleds anymore or fly kites? Man, where has the time
gone?
It seemed that at every turn, people were
bumping into someone they hadn’t seen in years
(and in some cases YEARS!). Going through the
school, its classrooms and the gym, the most
common comments heard were,”Didn’t it seem
bigger to you when we were going to school?” Or
“It smells just like it did when I was going to
school.” Regardless of what was said, two
common themes persisted. One had to do with
how much things have changed, while at the
same time how much things are the same as they
were, oh so long ago. The second was an overwhelming mixture of happiness and
melancholy from the fond memories of the old place.
The other thing that struck everyone who visited
the school that day was the surprise and
admiration each of us experienced for what the
students and the staff have been doing in the
meantime. The displays and exhibits throughout
the school, especially those related to the
students’ Seneca history project and the new
museum display showed all of the old alumni and
former residents that the school is carrying on a
solid tradition of good, hands-on education while
instilling pride in its students for what Seneca and
the Seneca School was in the past and the continuing importance of its role in the
community, in the lives of its residents and in Grant County.

Anyone who visited the old gym could not
have missed the Griffith Family display board
in the corner next to the hallway entrance. All
of the Griffith family members contributed
photos and documents to make up this
display. Considering there were originally
fourteen brothers and sisters (at least at last
count we believe), this was some display
indeed. On top of that, every Griffith present
that day had on a red T-shirt with white
lettering stating “Seneca Kid” and below that
the years each respective family member had
attended the Seneca School. At any point during the day, it wasn’t hard to find the
Griffiths. You just had to look for “the crimson tide.”
One happy note for many that day was seeing the old Seneca Hotel (or Lodge to
some) not only still standing, but being brought back from the edge of ruin. The new
owners were gracious enough to open the doors for the public to go in and view the
progress of the renovation. For many, if not most, walking through that front door was
almost like time travel, seeing the knotty pine woodwork, the holes made in the floor by
the loggers’ cork boots so long ago, and the small, one-man rooms once occupied by
old friends and relatives in the town’s heyday. The general sentiment (even if not
spoken) was “Thank Goodness this icon of Seneca’s past did not have to go the way of
the shops, the mill, the store, and the railroad.”
Finally, with stomachs a-growlin’, everyone
began to meander back to the park where food
was ready and waiting. The tables in the big tent
began to fill up and the decibel level rose
dramatically with people recounting old
adventures, funny tales from working in the
woods, who got over on what teacher, or of the
buck that got away. As eating began to wind
down, Jack Southworth, the MC for the day, got
up and did what he does best - - captured the
attention of all and kept them spellbound.
Jack first introduced Adele Cerny, Seneca School’s
head teacher, who gave the gathering a “State of
the School Address.” Her focus was on the
challenges the school faces in remaining in
operation and its ability to continue doing the great
things they do for the long-term.

Sam Seebart, President of the Seneca School
Foundation, was then introduced. He took the
opportunity to fill everyone in on the Foundation,
what its purpose is, what it's currently doing, and
what it hopes to do in the future. During his
presentation, he invited John McGhee to come up
and tell everyone about the Seneca Logger
Memorial Scholarship fund. John also took the
opportunity to introduce four of the seven former
Seneca students who have earned the scholarship

since the program began in 2003. Each of the four
were given an opportunity to tell what they think
about the scholarship program and what their
college plans are once they graduate from high
school. The audience was well impressed with
these four outstanding products of the Seneca
School and gave each of them a warm round of
applause for their accomplishments.

Once Sam concluded his orientation on the
Foundation, he again called John
back up to the microphone to make a couple of
unexpected presentations to two welldeserving individuals. The first award was
presented to Martin Morisette, who, though
he lives in Central Oregon, has been a great
supporter of the Seneca School History
Project since it began seven years ago. His
deeds were recounted and he was
presented with a framed certificate of
appreciation recognizing him as an honorary Seneca Kid with all of the rights and
benefits that go with that title. In Martin’s comments, he said he couldn’t have had a
better surprise on his 71st birthday.
The second award was presented to Judith
Beaudet Reed, Vice President of the Seneca
School Foundation. Though not coming from
Seneca originally, Judith has taught at the Seneca
School for many, many years. She was one of the
“ringleaders” who started the students working on
the Seneca History project seven years ago. On
this day, she was also being recognized for having

volunteered to plan, coordinate, and oversee the operation of this year’s Seneca
reunion. Though not being a Seneca Kid or resident herself, Judith has consistently
gone above and beyond in her contributions to the Seneca School, the Seneca Kids,
and this community. She too was presented with a framed certificate of appreciation
and recognized as an honorary Seneca Kid.

Next to be called to the microphone was Andrea
Officer. As mayor of Seneca, Andrea welcomed
everyone back home and presented the gathering
with a rundown of the changes and improvements to
the town over the recent years.

Jack then reclaimed the microphone and started
the reunion Show and Tell session. Many a fine tale
was spun at that point. Laughter could be heard all
the way to John Day. Everyone really appreciated
those who had the gumption to get up recount their
memories for all to hear. Again many took short
trips back in time, losing themselves in the past as
the stories were told, and old names and places
were mentioned.
It was finally time for the whole gang to move back
over to the school gym where Jack was to present
his slide show of the history of Seneca. With all the
lights out, not a sound could be heard except for
Jack’s voice and the routine utterances from the
audience of ooohh, or aahhh, or outright laughter.
Throughout the presentation, Jack would present a
series of pictures about certain aspects of life in
old Seneca and growing up there. He would then

stop the action every so often and would call on
former Seneca Kids to come to the microphone and
further talk about some of these themes from their
perspectives, having grown up during those times.
The crowd sat transfixed for the duration of the
presentation and erupted in a thunderous applause
when it concluded.

It was time for the musical entertainment at that
point and Steve Martin, son of the famous singing
logger, Buzz Martin, took the stage and played and
sang many of his father’s popular songs about
logging and truck driving. Though the crowd thinned
out quickly, those who stayed enjoyed a great hour
or so of good down-home music and entertainment.

All in all, the day was quite a success. The number of those who took the time to
register was about 180 and “best-guess” estimates of the total number who attended
ranges from just over 200 to 250. Though the turnout fell short of the nearly 1200 who
attended the 100th birthday of the town in 1995, everyone seemed to have a great time
and left with a warm, satisfied feeling in their hearts and that’s what it’s all about.
The reunion this year was hosted by the Seneca School Foundation. The
Foundation thanks everyone who attended and those who put in the additional time
and energy working behind the scenes to make it happen. The consensus of the crowd
was that we should try to have a town reunion on a more regular basis, perhaps every
five years, and to work at increasing the number in attendance each time. The
Foundation vows to work with the City of Seneca to see if we can make this a reality.
The work involved in putting on a reunion is intense to say the least, but the more
individuals who volunteer to help share the load will make it much easier to do each
time. All of you are asked to consider putting your name in the hat to help us out next
time. Five years from now is 2012. Seems like a long way off, but the initial work to
make a successful reunion will have to begin a couple years earlier if we want a better
turn out. Please contact us with your ideas and your commitment of support.

